Colby Situation III
by Ruth Seagull
Since the Congress, my point of
view has changed somewhat. In
light of that change, and with a
ibit of poetic license, I'd like to rephrase the ECHO'S . question to
what does Oolby need?
Much has happened here since
November, 1966. Somehow we seem
to be gaining an interest in courses, ideas, people — "the full catastrophe." And, in a word, this la
what Colby needs.
I used to think that a Student
Center of a Co-ed dorm would meet
every present lacking. This was
idle speculation . Proverbially I
mistook the tree for the woods.
One needs; I think, keep an eye to
the "process." Buildings mean
things. They mirror not really
where we spend our time, but how.
They'll stand somewhere in iHre
woods and in fifty years Colby
students will have forgotten that
those buildings were built because
students screamed
"we need
them." in messages of apaJthy, an-

What Does Golby Need?
tipathy, distrust, discomfort.
Finally Show Interest
We as a student body have finally decided to lend an administrative hand in remodeling Colby.
Take a good look, because this
happens once In .our years (a _ele_ tial phenomenon of sorts). Well,
one cannot be truly sure at this
stage just what we'll end up with
in the next few years, Unit the new
buildings are evidence of istudent
willingness to articulate their own
desires and needs. It must have
been the criticism, the anger, the
"tolah" feeling that fin__y reached
someone in Eustis. However, the
need was articulated, we made our
point well.
_Tow the buildings are in the
making. Somewhere, some not too
unimportant committees are roaming on the campus. •"Academic
and social Honor ", "Curriculum,"
"Co-ed Living" what do they
mean ? They mean that once again,
just as the SCessalonski turns over
periodically, CoJby is regenerating

itself. That's what it needs. For
like it or not, Colby IS A community. And being the discriminating
souls that we are, we are beginning
to thrive. For a ieommunity, whether academic or not, must be a place
where people want to" live ^because
they feel a responsibility, e.g. have
a stake in making that community
grow. Inhabited primarily "by and
for students, (transitory as they
may seem), our community must
elicit student participation during
the growth process, or it cannot
thrive.
"What Colby needs ", t!hen, is
recognition of this fact. Moreover
it needs to recognize achievements
as achievements however slow
their materialization. Let's look at
the revolutionary process Of Colby
— slow in the last few years, more
sped up in the last few months.
And let us drop ithe scapegoat bit.
Let's no longer fcid ourselves. Let's
see facts as facts and realize that
whatever has happened, or will
happen at dear ol' Colby is almost

Ruth Seagull
always a function of us. The leadership vacuums we leave open, as
well as those who choose to fill,
and the problems, which ensue
from ,our choices all mirror us.
WSIi ABOLISHED
Permit me to illustrate. Today
we see the abolition of Women's
Student League. This Was no heavy
handed plot of a cabal of students
or administrators. It is rather part
of an evolutionary process being
guided by determined human hands
to ally form with content. In very
recent years the women 's government played a most1 vital role in
culturalizing the campus, and in
enabling Colby students to feel as
part of a community. The Class of
1967 saw the end of the "demerit
system." From that time on the
question of "rules" has fcecome an
increasing concern for Colby students. As soon as the " Rights of
Man " were declared one day in
France, the revolution started.
"Culturalization" had to take a
(Continued on Page Two)

Proposed Changes in Draft
Changes Students Opinions

Dr* Gera ld Hawkins
Speaks On Thursday
Professor Gerald Hawkins, a
recognized world authority on radar-meteors, will deliver an illustrated lecture entitled "Stonchengo Decoded" on Thursday,
March 23 In Given Auditorium at
8:00 p.m. Dr. Hawkins will show
colored slides during his lecture,
and will show a short color film
afterwards.

Dr. Hawkins Is well known (for
his theory that the stono rains o.
Stonohengo near Salisbury, v England constitute an astronomical alignment used In prehistoric times
as an observatory to mark tlio seasons, and as a computer to determine lunar and solar eclipses.

cal Observatory, Harvard College
Observatory, and Boston University, where ho is chairmaa of the
Department of Astronomy and Director of tho University 's observatory.
Dr. Hawkins studlesd at Manchester University and obtained
his Ph.D. for radio astronomy under Sir Bernard Lovell, Director
of Jodrell Bank.

A Meeting of the Minds

Officer 's Candidate School. This
school, however, is not easily entered into and an A.B. degree hardly insures admission.

Some students were thinking of
joining the local National Guard
unit where they were planning to
work This is one way of fulfilling
one's military obligation without
disrupting one's entire future,
Many students are planning on
graduate school; it is doubtful that
this means avoiding the draft in
most cases, but the idea of a possiis little doubt, be the Vietnamese ble deferment is always a factor.
war justified or not, that most stu- Recently, however, acceptance Into
dents do not feel any sense of in- grad school has not meant autovolvement in it. I was repeatedly matic deferment.
told 'by students that if the situaThe recently proposed change in
tion were more like World War II the draft laws has affected many
thoy would hot try to avoid the students ' outlooks on the future.
draft and would probably enlist. These laws would spare many ju The Vietnam conflict seems to niors and seniors much worry over
arouse a feeling that more closely their military future while at the
resembles resentment than loyalty. same time it will cause many
There are several ways of serv- freshmen to wonder if their junior
ing your time. Undoubtedly the year will be spent abroad, in Vietmost comfortable way is as an of- nam. The proposed changes are
ficer, which is probably the reason still too indefinite to be counted
behind many of the ROTC enlist- into anyone 's plans. Nevertheless,
ments. This Is also the reason why every male student can rest asmany of the juniors and seniors sured of one thing: Uncle Sam is
that I talked to wore pondering watching.

FratsjExpound On Sub - Units

"Groat perils have this beauty,
that thoy may bring to light tho
fraternity of strangers. " (Victor
Hugo, Los Mlsorablos, Blc. XII,
Chap. 4.) Those attending may not
havo boon strangers, nor was it a
particularly great peril, ibtit a fraternal mooting of tho minds was
brought to light at a mooting of
tho committee on cooducnltlonal
living hold on March 8. Tho purpose of tho mooting was to hoar
fraternity mon'a Ideas of _iow tho
fraternities could relate to the proDr, Hawkins studied at Man- posed sub-units of tho new coedNorfolk, England , 1b now affiliated ucational Colby Complex. Complex
with tho Smithsonian Astro-physl- a problem It aeoms to bo,

Subsequent studios by Hawkins
show that other mctailtlc structures such as Callanish, In Scotland , may have neon used for tho
flame purpose, establishing that
certain pro-historic peoples had tho
knowledge and abilities not previously attributed to them by modern
man — and giving rlso to a now
field of study called « astroarchaeology."

by Bill Stevenson
There comes a time in each
young man 's life when his country calls; this time is within ten
days of his eighteenth birthday,
and during this period he eagerly
rushes off to register for the selective service, which is synonymous
with that delightful vulgarism, the
draft. From this moment on he
knows that at any time he may be
asked to enjoy the comfort, safety,
and good food of the American
Army.
In all honesty, there Is no sign
of the overwhelming patriotism
that excites people iaJt the very
prospect of serving their country.
Of the students that I talked to,
those who felt enough of an obligation to serve, even with another
choice, comprised a very small
minority. Most felt that if there
were any way possible of avoiding
tho draft, they would make use of
It, but If they were ultimately
called they would go.
There Is, after all, very little that
is attractive about anilitary service.
What sense of obligation there is,
if there Is any at all, Is dulled _y
the feeling 'of being pressed into
the service by a war whoso validity Is frequently questioned, There

Onco the campus Is cocducationallzcd, 'three physical separate entit ies aro created : those dorms
aroun d Runnals Un ion , those
around 'the new co-ed dorm, Eventually, J\_r. Koonce said, somo
"Structuring" must take place.
Student judiciary and governmental boards will bo created and tho
planning of opportunities available
to tho groups may ho carried out.
Thus, a proposal to create throe
"sub-un l'ts " on campus. Tho question: how do the fraternities fit
Into this plan ?
A moot point, is tho definition of
"sub-units" on oampus, To those

opposed, tho term conjures up a
picture of "an omnipotent being
who orders one to: Lovo thy neighbor in Foss, eat with thy friend in
Johnson, and think like thy buddy
In Tau Dolt, In short, "those opposed to sub-units conceive of them
ns restrictive. "
To 'those In favor of "sub-units",
an imago of amorphous agglomerations arises, Theso groups of students 'will bo what we mal.e of
them." Thoy could form bodies
working togothor (for student-faculty cooperation in areas of administrative problems, cultural Interests, and social events . Mr, Koonce

said, "I would like to see committees Invented, and really give them
something to do. Give them substantial funds i'or lectures, lot th em
form common Intellectual interests, give parlies."
Tlio committee fools that tlio opportunity for closer faculty-student
relations Is an Important virtue of
the sub-units. Mr , Koonco said "no
regular relationship exists now,
excopfc for faculty as chaperones —
a situation wMch-ls impossible (for
us — and students as students In
our classes — n situati on which la
sometimes InrpossTfolo for you, " By
(Continued on Page Nino)

Editorials:

ment on a weekly basis. Further^
more, Bill Burges, the recently (appointed Sports Editor, has given
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treatment thalt his close asproduct of many combined efforts.
To the Editor:
with" Colby athletics persociation
A pleasant experience it's beeft Yet,- if J a publication is to be wor;
1
iriits.
In
the same breath, on_
the past three weeks to pick up a thy of the college upon which it
" to praise the achievewould
have
copy of the ECHO and see1tlie pt_> .-fleets,' it miist have leadership
the
layout _ta_f and sueh
nients'
oThe consistent disintegration of student 'enthusiasm from the fresh- lication pieced together wf__ such with the ' ability forgather together
eloquent
ECHC>
writers as Richard
man to senior year ha s plagued 'Colby for years. The many-sided prob- consistent care and creativity.' a ' competent,' representative staff Lewis, Jane Pfeffer, and Bill Stelem is not peculiar to Mayflower Hill, and it has no one solution. But Peeling that Colby _tudents are"' and the dedication to' plan in ad- phenson.
sam- times inclined to uhderem- vaiice and contribute close to twen;
we feel that a re-evaluation of 'the course requirements and course phasize
many of the noh-athlet-.' t£ hours f a'< week.
Let ' us l hope '- that other students
scheduling might help lead %o 'the answer.
achievements on campus,'I should :
It'is 'refreshing'to ' see, in addi- will begin -6 view and aictively'supWe feel that the two year area requirements should be dropped to like to focus on some of : the r 'con- tion " to> Penny Madden, a whole port1 the ! ECHO as ah important
one year and ' that courses like "baby " economics," sociology .and psy- tributlons of Penny Madden ant- cast' -f 'supporting j ournalistic stars means of communication' oh ; the
emerging oh the' campus. For the campus that can go far towards
her staff,
chology should be offered during the freshman year.
first time ' in xny stay at Colby, a setting a healthy tone for our intelthat
Keeping the present two year requirements, does not, as some -trailed
This semester's ECHO has dem- student (Peter Jost) ' has offered lectual and social experience.
would assert, really liberalize one's education. True, some students onstrated that there Is room ''f or perceptive, if whimsical entertainDerek V. Schuster '<57
might not elect two years in each of the four departmental areas. But. both quantity and quality ' in.' our
the chances are that if- he is forced ' to take the second year against his weekly newspaper. In the past the
will h e won 't learn much anyway. This may sound trite, but then: ECHO has sometimes been a sponifcaneously composed melange of the
things long recognized as true often do.
obvious and the trite. Now, It
The two-year requirement allows the student to obtain a smatter- seems that a serious effort is being of a lot, but it does not give him the opportunity to get past the ing made to penetrate the surface
survey courses in much of anything. And real student interest comes of the significant issues of the
when one starts stud ying in some kind of depth. Really; 7 one becomes world and its microcosmic Mayflower Hill model.
very tired of the survey courses, necessary as they ' may be.
Having served as the ECHO edAnd in connection with this last point we suggest that the 'eleirien- itor last spring, I am well aware
tary courses in sociology, economics, psychology and perhaps others, that a newspaper staff , like an orbe offered during the freshman year. Most schools do this and with chestra or basefoall team, 3s the
good effect. Too frequently a freshman is forced to sign up for a
WHAT DOES COLBY NEED
course he really has 'litt le or no in terest in , j ust to find a fifth course.
(Continued f rom Page One)
This is unfortunate.
back seat.
There is no reason why a student who is interested in eco, soc,, or
Time For Criticism
psych , needless to say prospective majors, should not be able to take
There is a time for action and a
these courses during his freshman year. He would be able to discover time for criticism. Our campus
sooner if he were really interestd in th e area of if hi s in terest were could not have progressed further,
had there not been some stoppag e
merely a momen tary fascination. He would be able to find out what
of the former in favor of the latter.
his interests are sooner and would be able to pursue them earlier. But Some call this apathy. I choose
t hi s would no t preclud e getting a broad er edu cation , on th e contrary "introspection ". Now the tide is
changing again. We want action.
it could help it.
And
here is where the past (withTh e cry now is "I just can't find time to take all the courses I want."
out being reactionary) plays a vital
So four courses is not the answer. The student should be allowed, at
role. Euphemistically we're a postan earlier time, to fit in more of the courses he wants, in more disci- war society. The ha'ttle has been
pline , in more depth. This would help the situation, liberalizing his fought. It's time to go home, sal,i
^^
^
^ ^
^
^
edu cati on and at the same t ime let ting him take courses he has some vage and build over.
^^ ^—i-^MIH_BL__tf_j_____ i-___-«--^* *
Let's
remember
that
before
the
I'|
B
interest in. Most students want to explore more than one field.
'I'M AU FOR RM5IN6W POPWiC STANPAEP3,KJT
war, the WSL, faculty, .students,
6BBH *m$ A FEW STUPEWTS MAV SS AZQUiT ID C&6K."
The present course requirements and scheduling -are analogous to
administration,' workshop was one
dangling the carrot before the horse's mouth, but never letting him day 'to become the obsolete protobite it. After a while it becomes a little monotonous, ar
id a little stif- type of the Campus Affairs Comling; the horse loses interest and doesn't really try for that carrot any- mittee. Back-in'the old days, projects of WSL aJtltempted to 'harness
more.
Ou_ generation has held center-stage in the play that is American
the needs of Waterville to the manSociety now for anywhere from 17 to 22 years. The accent is on youth,
power on the Kill. 'Women' legislatand we have taken full advantage of it. We have been without little.
ed a Senior Honor Dorm, and inaugurated a series of faculty lee-1
We have had almost everything we want, and without necessaril y havturerS and informal teas,
ing to work for it.
Excuse us but we're getting a little leery about these campus afOff course several projects have
We snap our fingers and our parents jump. We have not created this
fairs subcommittees, particularly the subcammittee on coeducational yet to be realized. The third (floor
situation. Our parents, riding under the fealr of modern psychology
living. We get 'the feeling that we're being toyed with. And we don 't of ' Roberts still needs renovation
and of permanently damaging their dear child have given us the op(The women 's union is in the prolike it at all.
gaining
new,
portunity to take, and take we have. Their generosity given frequently
cess
of
beautiful facThe administration seems to stand virtually alone now in its praise
ilities.) The Career Information
at self-sacrifice and inconvenience to them has lead to our selfishness.
of the sub-committees. The many members of the student body, gen- Symposium hasn't been fully orAnd we do tend to be selfish.
erally, and 'the subcommittees particularly do not like what is happen- ganized. Nor has the Alumni AsBut what's going to happen 20 years from now when we are the
ing within these bodies. It seems to them, and to us , that one of two sociation's' aid in such a project
parents? Aire we, who have lived in the footlights so long, going to
things will be done with their reports. Either the committees will been adequately tapped.
be willing to step backstage? Are we going to be able to exhibit our
If old organizations cannot live
come up -with what are, in effect, replicas of Stridor's Certain Prowith the revolutionary social strucparents' generosity toward their children? Will we give them the car
posals with which the administration will happily agree, lauding us
ture, this doesn't mean that the
and walk ourselves? Or are we going to reverse the situation, demand
with coming up with such a wonderful solution to the school's prob- creative student activity needs to
top billing 'and demand that our children take the supporting roles?
lems) , or their reports will take the path of old soldiers and fade lose its homo, Some now group
Just a query.
MUST provide the moans. Even a
away.
The subcommittees will come up with the Certain Proposal s, and "puritanical" institution like WSL
was able to institute liquor privithis is what we cynically get a kick out of. We sit in committee meet- leges in the ' Senior Dorm,
extend
ing af tor committee meeting, working flranticaJl y, while our efforts are curlew hours and special permisall channeled just the way the administration wants. It is interesting sions, encourage fraternities 'to exto note that the presiden t of the college appointed the faculty mem- tend their hours, express the need
bers to the various committees as he sees fit, admittedly using those for coeducational visiting hours.
Office: Roberts Union, Call TR 2-2791, Ext. 240
And what coxild be moro appealing
Box" 1014, Colby College. Waterville, Maine
who asked to be put on committees "if they could be of any hel p."
to a constitutionalist's mind than
It is also intecr-ting to note that the very things which students to -use tho old framework for esclamoured against in President Stridor's Proposals, the ecocducational tablishing dormitory self-governFounded 1877. Published weekly except during vacations and examination
porlods by the students of Colby College; printed by tlio Eagle
living units, 'aroimmincnt, like it or not. Administration members, on ments, to prlvldo a list of proposed
Publishing
Co., Inc., Gardiner, Malno. Charter members of the New
these committees, particularly on the -coeducational subcommittee are 'institutional living problems to (bo
England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Represented hy National Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates: Students $3.50; Faculty
forcefull y directing decisions in the line of the proposals. The details regulated by tho dorm governfree; all others $8.60. Newsstand price: fifteen cents per copy.
m ents, and then neatly and quietly
to back up this contention, we have presently unwritten. But they can dissolve itself,
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Maine.
by mailing at special rate of postage provided for In section
Acceptance
be supplied.
What Colby Needs
1108, Act of October 8, 1917, authorized December 24, 1018.
Wc stop short of suggesting that the committees arc stacked, and
So "what does Colby neod? " It
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise Identified aro those of
tho COLBY ECHO. Mention the ECHO when you buy.
wc are not trying to personally malign the committee members, stu- needs most Importantly to revitalPENNY MADDEN, oxt. 583
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
I_(DE UXtBAN, oxt 830
dent , faculty dr administration. In fact, we hope our feeling about ize Its culture, whatever that may
BUSINESS' MANAGED
he. It needs to channel 'the height•
•
•
•
*
not
proved
false.
Wc
hope
that
they
'arc
these sub-committees can be
ening social awareness achieved
Rich Lewis, ext. S®
Associate Editor
*
collectively staged where am omni present "Big Brother" pulls strings hy tho revolution. It all starts wl'tlh
Gregg Crawford, ext. 5W
News - Features Editor
Dick Goldberg, oxt* SB"
Siv-Q ami Campus Affairs
and guides the players u nbeknownst to them1. At this stage of the o, handful of students who aro resBill Burgos, oxt. w
Sports
Editor
game, however, the facts and circumstances point in another direc- ponsive enough to their own needs,
Jean MtoluHky, ext. 5iJ«
Layout Editor 1
to fftan d up and speak, Then 'a (Pew
Jeff Silvorstoln, oxt. 88"
Associate Lny-Out Editor
tion.
John Morgan, Bob Hugho*
more who will criticize, A.' few
Photography
1
If the Pmident is determined to have his living units ('and here,
Dan DoNlcoIa, Poto Job*
ColumnlNtsi
more to synthesize, an d a lot moro
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Assistant Business Manager
at least, we are not taking issue with, this goal , but the means of pro- to got busy. Soon wo havo a comPotor Dote "
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Comment on Paul Goodman

An approach to Paul Goodman 's
Compulsory Mis-Education and the
Community of Scholars.
Paul Goodman's Compulsory MisEducation and the Community of

Scholars was written to combat the
kind of thinking illustraJted in this
news story that appeared in the
local newspaper last fall:
Humphrey Demonstrators Won't

Get Grad School Endorsement
Worcester, Mass (AP) A professor ait Clark University said
Tuesday he told students he would
not recommend them for graduate

chairman Of the biology department, said he felt justified in
"(telling my students that if they
were going to be So careless a_ to
participate in the demonstration,
then I couldn 't recommend
them."
The problem is not Dr. Nunnemacher ' s attitude toward protest
demonstration, but (1) his ready
assumption that the wishes of government and industry properly determine how students should exMr. and Mrs. Norman Hirschl of painting is a column behind which Sheeler in 1908 when he was a stu- table draped in red material while press themselves on major controthe other arm crosses in front of versial issues, and (2) his inability
New York City have recently given is a red background. Gilbert Stuart dent with ' Chase in Madrid.
Portrait
Shows
Impressionism
his body. His hands are lightly to understand that direct engagethe Colby College Art Museum two painted three different portraits of
The
Chase
portrait,
painted
on
clasped in the lower left corner of ment in political activity can be a
portraits. Mr. Herschl is a member Washington; two of them were
legitimate substitute for 'studycanvas,
shows
the
broad,
impresthe painting.
of the Advisory Council of the Col- trust-length and one was an almost
ing.
sionistic
brush
strokes
typical
of
by museum.
' Goodman 's book shows how
life-sized standing figure. He was
such
thinking has taken control of
his
work.
Althought
the
man
in
the
"Both portraits are fine addiThe earliest portrait in date is of commissioned by many patrons
colleges
and universities, what
our
George Washington by Jane Stu- and admirers of Washington for portrait is unidentified, it is tions to the growing collection of
the
i
consequences
of this take-over
(1812-1888), the youngest replicas of the three original por- thought he was in the circle of American paintings in the Colby
art
might he done
and
what
daughter of Gilbert Stuart, the ar- traits and after his death many of Chase's friends. The portrait is College Art Museum," in the words have been,
get
colleges
back
on
what Goodtist so famous for his portraits of these requests for replicas were bust-length; one arm rests on a of Hugh Gourley, museum curator. to
right
path to
man believes is the
Washington and one of the great handled by his daughter.
learning.
American portrait painters of the
The second portrait given by Mr.
•My intention is not to summarize
late eighteenth century and early and Mrs. Hirschl is of an unidentiGoodman's argument — I don 't
nineteenth century. Miss Stuart, fied man by the American painter.
want to keep any reader from savwho received her early training William Merritt Chase (1849-1916).
oring Goodman 's presentation first
from her father, was born in Bos- Chase was born in Indiana and afhand. What I propose to do is to
ton. After her father's death in ter studying abroad returned to (the
apply Goodman's ideas to the speci1828, the Stuart family moved to United StaJtes where he began a
fic position taken by Dr. NunneNewport, Rhode Island, where highly successful and distinguished
macher, a position that is symptoJane Stuart spent most of her life career as a painter and teacher. He
matic of a widely held (though usand where she died. During the taught at the Art Students League
ually not so openly expressed) no1850's, however, she did maintain in New York, the Pennsylvania
tion that colleges should not buck
a _tudio in Boston.
Academy of Pine Arts, Philadelthe system and that students' reWashington Described
phi a, and the Brooklyn Art School
sponsibilities and competence do
The Washington portrait, which and eventually opened his own
not go beyond the classroom, labis oil on canvas, is bust-length. school. From 1903 to 1913, he took
oratory, and library.
Washington is seen in a three- classes abroad. A painting , Wash
These two notions go directly
quarter view and wears a dark Day in Madrid, in the Colby Colagainst Goodman ' s idea of what a
coat and a white stock. Behind lege Art Museum by another artist,
college"s relationship to society
him on the right-hand side of the Charles Sheeler, was painted by
should toe. Goodman insists that
the society around it (because scholars subscribe to a culture -halt is
"international and comprises the
past, present, and future " and has
"rules of truth and evidence that
cannot be disregarded when it happens to be convenient." Therefore,
As of Monday, March 13, 1967, rules as they exist now will remain
scholars "do not easily abide local
the Women 's Student League until late spring or fall, after (the
prejudices. They cannot always fly
Board does not exist. In a letter to Campus Affairs subcommittees
the national flag. " (p. 169) Their
the women of Colby College, Ruth have completed their job of procommunity must be what Goodman
Seagull, President of WSL, said a posing changes in the system and
pictures, metaphorically, as a
primary reason for dissolution is its rules.
•walled city' surrounded by hffs-flo
The Dorm Chairmen and House
"an attempt to facilitate the 'coed— or indifferent — enemies.
ucalbionaHzing' of our campus." Mothers will be in presiding office
So, when we discover that 'reReplacing the Women's Student for the last three months of the
search' at a college depends upon
League are "autonomous dormi- school year. Thus, a good deal of
keeping in the good graces of govtory units," Theoretically, each the administrative work is left up
ernment and Industry — i.e., in flydorm will meet and decide on a to the Dorm Chairman of each
ing the national flag — then we can
GEORGE
WASHINGTON
method of governing most suited dorm. Several of the girls, who are
suspect *hat the (true culture of the
by Jan e Stuart
to its individual desires. Included now Dorm Chairmen, object to this
scholars has been subverted. Tho
in these governments will be some new development because they did
camel is in the tent. Who gets
form of dorm judiciary .
not run for office expecting to
money
from whom Is no longer the
"The existing ' women 's judiciary serve in a governing or judicial
primary question; now the issue Is
will remain intact until June," capacity.
the very survival of the community
however thoir main function is to
The letter from WSL goes on to
of scholars. When tho consenus of
advise Dorm Chairmen, or "the say "any procedural or substanthat community Is with Dr. Nunnenewly elected dorm judici aries," tive changes you make next year,
macher, then convenience and local
on the boards ' jurisdiction and the will be made through tho frameprejudice havo driven out scholarly
Process of rule enforcement.
work established this spring. "
truth and commitment to an InterNO NEW RULES
However, the degree of autonomy
national culture.
Still, neither the now govern- the dorms will have next year Is
It Is exactly 'this collapse of tho
mental bodies nor the new judicial yet to bo determined by the Camwalled
city and Its values that ho
bodies will create new rules. "The pus Affairs subcommittees.
laments in his book, and what
ho finds most disturbing is that the
fallen walls havo not destroyed tho
cities, only made them impotent.
Thoy keep their gowns and degrees,
Mrs. Dorothy M. Koonce, profes- in classics ©it Cornell University
their fine campuses and large ensor of classics, has boon awarded and Masters and PhD degrees from
dowments, and even their aura of
a pos't-dootoral fellowship by tho •tho University of Pennsylvania.
culture and Independent scholarNational Endowment for tho Hu- Sho held an American Association
ship, hut they no longer try >to mako
manities.
Sho of University Women's Fellowship
their won way in the world accordwill
take
a .or post-doctoral research whllo at
ing to thoir own sonso of right and
year's leave In Ponn,
wrong. Thoy surrender (their great1007-88 for reSho came to Colby from Swarthest asset: itho power and right to
search In Greek more College, Pennsylvania, and
radically crltize society. Goodman
tragedy.
was promoted from Instructor to
puts It this way:
Mrs. Koonce assistant professor of Classics at
was the only Colby In 1005.
At present, the organization of
Maine recipient
During Ivor year's leave, Mrs.
American society Is an interlockan d ono of t h o Koonco will complete a study, now
ing system of soml-monopollcs
100 toach-sohol- in progress, on "tho dramatic funcnotoriously venal, an olectorn/to
ars
f r o m tion of ritual forms in Greek tranotoriously unenlightened, misled
throughout tho gedy " for publication.
by mass media notoriously phony
u. S. to bo ohoson by tho Endowand a baroque State waging cold
Tho study Is an examination of
ment for Its Fellowships for r itua l fo rms in actua l uso In th o
war a gainst ."another baroque
Younger Scholars program,
State. Tho colleges, on thoir part,
fifth oontury Greek society, thoir
iaro
powerful and Importantly Inrepresentation In • tho tragedy of
Both sho and hor husband havo tho same period , and tho literary
dependent. B-twoon such forces
boon on tho Colby faculty since significance of tho rolnlblonahip bePORTRAIT OF A MAN
ono would oxpoct a continual and
(Continued on Pago Four)
1003. Sho received hor B,A. dogroo tween tho two.
William Chase

Hirschl Family Donors

school if they demonstrated
against Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey when he visited the
campus Oct. 12.
Dr. Rudolph P. Nunnemacher,

Two Paintings Added to Bixler Collection

TtormUnits' to Replace
Women's League Board

Mrs * Koonce Receives Fellowshi p

Dan DeNicola Reviews

P & Ws Presentation of Rosmersholm

Four Colby Juniors, Jay Sandals, Bud Evans, Peter
JRoy and Steve Ford, attended an IFC "New England
Symposium on Fraternity Morality" at the Mass. Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass over the weekend.

Women Athletes
Come To The Fore

by Debbie Anderson
State Collegiate Bowling Tournabeen
discovered
It has recently
ment" held at Holiday Lanes _n
very
aca
Lewiston, Wandy Adams, Donna
that there is at Colby
tive and successful group called the Chick, Judy Macintosh and Peggy
Association Philson, directed by Mrs. Weinbel
Athletic
Women 's
(WAA) which "sponsors extra- represented Colby dn competition
curricular athletic activities for against five other Maine colleges.
women." Previous to this disclos- The Girls' Ski Team has been in
ure the group had carried on its two meets, one recently at the
functions in a somewhat secretive Middlebury Carnival, A group of
fa shio n, leading one to believe fifteen Colby girls has just comthat it was an exclusive under- pleted a rigorous Walter Safety Inground coterie ,o_ super female structor 's Course in the GNCA.
athletes. It is hoped that 'this reThere is also a very active riding
velation will dispel any myths group from Colby who frequent
that may have developed and stim- Hillside Stables. WAA has sponulate a more general interest in sored trips for several girls (from
WAA activities.
Colby, who have outstanding abilThe propagators of the associa- ity, to regional and state tournation are: Nancy Short - President, ments.
Bev Fernald - Vice President,
It is sincerely hoped that this
urer, Joy Nelb - Publicity timely disclosure and investigation
Chairman, Nancy Tindall-January into the counter-lethargic . dortn
Activities. Mrs. Marjorie Either is dwellers group known as the WAA
the faculty advisor for the group will stimulate a stampede of interand is also president otf the newly est in just "getting out and being
formed association of nineteen active.
"
Maine colleges which organizes inter-collegiate activities.
The managers for each sport are
also members of the Board as well
as every female student at Colby.
Much to your surprise, perhaps,
Buffalo, New York was the
you are encouraged to attend the scene for the regional Chi Omega
monthly Board meetings In Run- Fireside Convention held last
nals. It is hoped that people with weekend, There are nine of these
ideas will contact the Association's conventions throughout the United
officers.
States, held on the off-years from
Contrary to the belief that WAA National Convention. Each of (the
"ju st exists ", as one student said, 147 national chapters of Chi Omega
they have Initiated and sponsored is represented at one of these Firenumerous events. For example, side Discussions and Beta, the ColMary Walker has recently organ- by's Chapter, was represented by
ized a bidmlnton tournament; it Sue Volpe, President, and Jean Medetermined who went to the State rola, Pledge Trainer, at the Buffalo
Badminton Tourney, March 11. An Fireside,
There were 'at least two repreactive basketball club, under the
management of . Cindy Paquet sentatives at tho Convention from
practices two days a week, has al- the chapters o'f Chi Omega In New
ready played onco agaJlnst Bates E ngland. Delegates from CM Omand will meet them again on March ega 's National (Executive House in
15. Last weekend Colby participat- Cincinnati, Ohio conducted tho dised in "Tho First Annual Woman 's cussions.

Chi-O 's At Buffalo

COMMENTS ON GOODMAN
first notion, that colleges shouldn 't
(Continued from Page Three)
rock the boat. His second , that stuelectric clash. Instead, th ere d s dents should istlck to 'studying, Is
harmony. It looks like harmony related to the first and has equalbut Is really a clinch. The scho- ly significant consequences (for
lars are not .acting, not being teaching and learning In college.
men; and therefore within tho To show how this Is so, and to
communities of scholars, (there Is lend support to Goodman 's Ideas,
very little 'educaltlon or growing let me take a short detour via tho
University of California at Berkeup. (pp. 171-2 )
This clinch results from what Good- ley.
man call s "tho (administrative menIn tho fall of 196. tho Berkeley
tality " (found In students and tea- administration suddenly called a
chers as well as administrators ) , halt 'to a long-standing student
which would "enforce a false har- practice of using a small area on
mony In a situation that should bo tho campus, known as Bancroft
rife with conflict. " Therefore, saya Strip, as a location for promoting
Goodman, "wo see tho paradox political and religious activities.
tlin't, with so many centers of pos- Tho students woro told thoy could
sible intellectual criticism and _n- no longer solicit funds, recruit
tclloctual Initiative, thoro Is 00 members, or advocate or organize
much 'inane conformity, and (th, social or political action, Tho result
universities aro M'ttlo models _f the was the now famous student rebelOrganized System Itself,"
lion at Borltoloy which, for a time,
So much for Dr. Nunnemacher's virtually paralyzed tho university

The presentation of Henrik Ibsen's Bosmersholm at the Little
Theatre ast weekend must be acknowledged as one of P & W's
finer productions in recent years.
Finer, perhaps, not in terms of
elegance, but in its close realization of an extremely complex and
deep-rooted psychological play. Beginning with a conventionally Ibsenian conflict of ideas, Rosmersholm as a drama theme seeps
down progressively to the unconscious motivations of the two main

characters, John Rosmer and Rebecca West. The sheer subtlety of
this descent and the consistent requirement of the actors to convey
meanings beyond those implicit in
the dialogue make the play a formidable undertaking for any theatrical society. Yet Director Suss
and his troupe managed to bring to
light much of the subterranian conflict and tension, and to do it with*
out disrupting the surface flow of
the tragedy.
In his portrait of the ineffectual

Five Colbyites Live
With Russian Gro up
As a Jan Plan project, five Colby
students, Vickl Carter, Cathy Cyr,
Theresa Hall, Linda Jones and Pat
Williams, under the supervision of
Mr. Alexey Tsurikov, spent the
month living with various Russian
families in Richmond, Maine. In
recent years this small community
on the Kennebec has attracted
about 300 Russian families, primarily because its climate is similar
to that found in parts of Russia.
The downtown area now includes
a Russian library, restaurant, bootmaker's chop, and two Russian Orthodox churches.
The primary objective of the program was to improve in conversational -facility - and, since most of
the Russian families speak little
or no English, there was much opportunity for practice! Additional
requirements of the program were
to read selections from Russian
literature and history and to keep
a diary in Russian.
However, the month was much
more than academic — it was a
completely new cultural experience.
Undoubtedly, the Russian cuisine
made the first and perhaps most
lasting impression — meat, fish and
dairy products (sour milk, sour
cream, curds) have top priority.
January also afforded an introduction to the Russian arts. In the
evenings the Colbyites listened to
recordings of Russian operas and
folksongs or one of the hosts would
Strum on a mandolin or balalaika.
Moreover, several of the inhabitants were accomplished artists —
their scenes depleting Russia at the
turn of the century adorn many a
Richmond wall.
Fortunately, (the Russian holidays
are two weeks later than usual due
to a different calendar system.
Christmas Is strictly religious and
is Observed by a two-hour church
service. It was a truly fascinating
experience to participate In the
Old Slavonic ritual that has withstood social and political upheaval
for centuries. (An interesting sidelight was 'that (Leo Tolstoy's grandand allied (thousands of students
and hundreds of teachers In protest against 'the administration's
action. The protest was successful,
but what concerns us hero is tho
analysis of the situation made later
by the best known of the situdent
leaders, Mar io Savlo:
In trying to pln-polnt tho reason
for tho administration 's seemingly
arbitrary and unnecessary crackdown on student political activities,
Savlo polrtts out 'that while tho university administration could tolerate almost any degree of revolutionary talk, It could not 'alb'ldo
stu d ents "advocating consequential
actions. " When students began to
advocate an d on gago In acts, au'ch
as demonstrations, piolidtlng, and
organizing boycotts, acts (that could
have real consequences (for «ocl_ty,
thon. Savlo argues, " tho admlnlsitra't lon '- restrictive ruling was necessary." But such a ruling, Savlo

son is the choir director!) Alt a
latter celebration known as the
Children's Tree, the Russian (families gather for an old-fashioned
church supper. At this time the
children recite Russian poetryi 'perform native folk dances, and receive presents and candy from
Uncle Frost, comparable to Santa
Claus. (Gifts are generally not exchanged among adults.) The twoweek period of festivities is concluded by another strictly religious
observance — Blessing of the Holy
Walter.
Certainly the most Impressive aspect of January, though, was the
chance to hear first-hand accounts
of the Russian Revolution and (the
subsequent Communist regimes. Included in the Richmond population
are White Russians that fled during the Bolshevik take-over in 1917
and others that were displaced by
the Nazis in World War H. Various families reaffirmed many
American conceptions about Soviet
life. For example, the Communists
have done a remarkable job in
stamping out illiteracy; however,
academic freedom is minimal —
the government dictates course
content, etc. Moreover, most of (the
people have suffered from a gross
shortage of consumer goods and
services — a condition which is
gradually being ameliorated since
the war. Perhaps the most startling
realization was that allegiance to
the State does supersede all other
ties. In fact , a statute was erected
not long ago to honor a little child
that had informed on his parents
for their anti-Communist senMmen'ts.
Such an off-campus Jan Plan
was extremely worthwhile In (that
it gave a completelynew dimension
to previous classroom studios. Everyone was inspired to work much
harder when he could actually live
tho language that he Was learning.
Moreover, such a program developed a deeper understanding that
othor cultures do exist and indeed
do complement our own.
argues further, denied students
"the very possibility of 'being a
student' — unquestionably a right.
Wo found wo woro severed from
our proper roles: students denied
the meaningful work one must do
•in order to (be a student." By
equating the rlghlt to engage in
consequential action with tho right
to bo a student, Savlo malcea Dr.
Nunnemacher's comment about
studying simply Irrelevant.*
Furthermore, Savlo links his argument about 'consequential action
with tho point wo havo already
covered: tho unfortunate influence
of government and Industry on colleges. Tho reason tho administration cannot allow students 'to engage in "meaningful work," Savlo
bolfovos, it tha/fc oruch 'engagement
would undercut tho "psoudo-studonlt role " which is "ta ilor-made
ibo further tho interests of thoso
who own tho University, those vast

John Rosmer, Michael Roth_child
proved quite capable. One was
aware from the beginning of the
insufficient strength and lack of
conviction behind Rosmer's decision, to emancipate himself and help
ennoble the minds of his countrymen. Iri the final act especially,
Rothschild
skillfully expressed
Rosmer 's own inability to accept
the ultimatum which he is finally
forced into presenting to Rebecca.

P & W veterans Dana Gladstone
and Donald Thomas, depicting the
opportunistic, conservative and
liberal partisans, respectively, gave
the usual fine performances one
has come to expect from them;
and Harlan Schneider, in (his enthusiastic interpretation , of Rosmer's tutor, Eric Brendl, once
again offered proof of his versatile abilities. Nancy Anthony, aside
from her also excellent performance, should be given particular
commendation (for the high quality
of her blood-curdling screams.
In the difficult role of Rebecca,
however, Nancy Heilman deserves
spe-ial consideration. Rebecca is
consideration-aflet
perhaps one of the most enigmatic
of Ibsen 's creations, a character
who has so immersed herself in
deceit that it is at last impossible
to discern her true motives. She
was apparently fascinating , enough
to prompt an investigation !by Sigmund F:reud who discovered (in
the 3rd act revelations) the basis
of an Electra complex. Freud sees
Rebecca as confessing her indirect
murder of Beata (Rosmer 's wife)
•in order to conceal the greater
crime- of her incestuous relations
with her father. Her murder of
Beata is in fact seen as an elimination of the mother figure in order
to possess Rosmer whom she identifies with her father. In ithis interpretation Rebecca's shifting Ideoligies are thus attributed to a
faiculty
for
assimilating the
ideas of her "fathers. " Rebecca
realizes the truth about herself,
and rejects Rosmer's suggestion of
marriage in horror, taking him instead in the consummate union of
death. Whether Freud is right or
not is a matter of conjecture; but
this theory is significant insofar as
it depicts Rebecca motivated by intense, primeval forces. Ibsen was
evidently in search of psychological
elements in this play, and In Miss
Heilman one could sense these eleonents at work. There was an inner
tension during her calmest moments; in her mannerisms and
speech she suggested the baffling
interwrapping of deceit within decelt that could only have its core
in the recesses of the unconscious.
The realistic setting was admirable considering the limltalblons of
the Little Treatre. As usual, Director Suss exploited the threequarter stage to the full advantage
of the dramatic expression.
corporations in whose interest the
University Is managed." In othor
words, 'if students found meaningful learning outside tho areas controlled by the university, thoy
might, eventually, tak© stands directly opposing the university and
those Interests it promotes, Tho
way would then be open 'for a tru o
aommunhy of schblans in oc'frivo
r evolt against a no'toriously venal,
unenlightened,' and phony flocl ety,
Should that (happen , undoubtedly
government an d In d ustry wou ld
spend thoir money elsewhere.
Goodman 's approach to studying
is somewhat different from Savio 's,
but lit also points up the Irrelevance
of Dr. Nunnemacher 's position. Bo<
cause 'the whole Intollc-tual Integrity of colJogo ha® boon undermined by the IDstabllshmenit, Goodman argues, tlio essential function
of college — teaching aud learnlng
( Contlnuod on Pago Six)
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The Spa-cial Student: 1954-1967
by Diane Kmdler
Every college — no matter how
big or small — must have one place
that is the unofficial, hut widely
accepted center of the campus. At
Colby that center is the Spa. Eventually every Colby Student inus't become a part of the confusing world
of the Spa. From its smokey atmosphere emerges that combination of ideas and interests that
makes the Colby student what he
is.

The Spa, as it presently exists,
has been in opera-ion since 1947
when the Colby campus moved to
Mayflower Hill. Since 1954, John
Joseph has run it on a concession
basis. John's position is unique.
Perhaps more than any other person on the campus, he has had the
opportunity to watch the emerging image of the Colby student. He
has gotten to know hundreds of
students without having to overcome the difficulties of a facultystudent relationship.
Looking back over his 13 years at
Colby he feels that there has been
a remarkable change in the attitude of the undergraduates. The
days of the goof-off are gone. Today ' s students are serious, concerned, and tense. Apparently it is
this tension which separates current Colby students from their predecessors, according to John,
He feels that this relatively new
attitude toward school is reflected in all areas of college life. Until
a few years ago there was always
at least one bridge game going on
in the Spa. But bridge is a game
for relaxed people and not for the
student who is cramming for an
exam or hurrying to finish a paper.
John had never seen a student
in the Spa until a few years ago.
This, he feels, illustrates the common feeling that even during a
break there is no time 'to relax.

One thing that disturbs John is the
fact that today's stu dent s ten d to
go in for extremes in all phases of
life. Apparently the simple pleasures which college students used to
enjoy no longer provide enough
thrills. Increased drinking was
mentioned as evidence of the

pils are now subjected to pressures
that only college Students used to
know. College boards, competition
for high ranks, and anxiety about
getting accepted by a college have
obviously left their mark on the
young people who do manage to
get into a college.

school more pressure and worry lie
ahead.
As the members of the Colby
student body have become more
academically oriented John has
seen their interests change. Until
a few years ago the Spa closed if
there was a baske_ball or hockey
game. Today attendance at most
lectures is greater than that at
many basketball games. Now a
game often has little effect on the
Spa 's business. School spirit has
suffered as a result of the student's
increased concern with other matters. John regret's this loss and
feels that Colby students are missing something very important.

As the type of individual coming
to Colby has changed so has John 's
attitude toward the individuals. He
still retains his faith in Colby students. This is illustrated by the
fact that students are given credit
in the Spa. During his 13 years of
operation here, John has collected
95% of the money owed to him.
Even most of the students who
graduate without paying their Spa
bill eventually pay, and in general
he feels that all Colby students are
well-mannered — very few of them
have given him any trouble in the
Spa.

thrill-seeking that has become a
part of college life.
After over a decade of close contact with Colby students, John
feels that he understands the reason for their anxieties. He points
out that most of them have spent
at least twelve years of their lives
under great pressure to get into
a "good" college. High school pu-

The people who entered Colby a
decade ago usually looked forward
to four relatively happy years. Because college was the last part of
their education they could relax
and enjoy it. For many students
today, Colby is just a step toward a
goal rather than a goal in itself.
For the increasing number of students who want to attend graduate

(Left ) Debby Hodges
and Paula Joseph
Early Morning.

i

(Right) Chicki Barnes
Candy Anderson
Ruth Chattorton
Marty Kolonol
Skip Wood
Dale Kunnort
Late Morning:.

I
|
|

(Lift) Susie Wnkomnn
and Margie Allen
Afternoon.

1
|

(R ight) Charlie Hoaly
And y Ilaynshl
Middle of tho 15von Ing,
After Study.

|

But the students who are attending Colby now seem harder to
know. This does not mean that
they are any less likeable, though,
John stated. The days of the carefree College student are gone; the
anxious individuals have taken
over. When speaking of the new
college students John shows a very
sincere respect for them. He senses
their tension , worries about some
of their actions, and has a real interest in their lives.
As for the future, John obviously
enjoys working with the students
and would like to continue doing
S07

More Letters To The Editor

In Defense Of Fraternities

For some time now rumors have
been circulating around campus
that the administration plans eventually to abolish fraternities at
Colby. When Br. Stridor's proposals were published our concern became greater and we were especially alarmed by this statement:
"Fraternities everywhere, including those at Colby, are thought to
have limited futures as institutions
unless such opportunities (opportunities for full participation in the
life on campus) are provided and,
responsibility for
concurrently,
taking advantage of these opportunities accepted. " Perhaps Dr.
Strider has missed the point and,
in his pessimism, has unfairly misjudged the Colby student.
In tine first place he is concerned
that there is not enough interrelationship between "social activities
and intellectual pursuits. I, for one,
am not convinced that there has
to be any interrelationship at all.
Colby claims to be a liberal arts
institution, an institution that is
expected to turn out men and women that are well rounded and, in
gener al, well prepared for a new
life outside the classro om. For
years we have been brainwashed
with the inane idea that 'fintellectual" discussions are "good" and
any other topic that does not fit
into this nebulous classification is
"b ad. " The word "intellectual" is
a hard one to define and who /has
the God-given power to pin its
meaning down to the contents of
the New York Times? And, once
this definition has been decided
u pon , as it apparen tly h as b een by
Dr. Strider, isn 't it a 'little bit unrealistic to assume life outside Colby is 'in tellectually" carried on by
200 m illion "intellectuals?"
Even if we accept Dr. Stridor 's

his statement is not
true. Recently several of us asked
Mr. Roland Thorwaldsen, Colby
professor of philosophy and religion , to join us one Sunday night
for an informal discussion. The entire house assembled in the lounge
and , sipping beer, leisurely discussed the relevance of religion for
modern man. After reaching some
general conclusions, Mr. Ackermann, a distinguished professor at
Cornell and a fri end of our guest,
joined us.
Webster, who is perhaps better
qualified to pin a meaning on the
word "intellectual" than is Dr.
Strider, said it referred to human
understanding. We believe that
fraternities, rather than being antiintellectual, instead foster intellectualism. The complicated process
of organizing and administering is
a difficult and exacting job demanding the sincere effort, cooperation and sacrifice of every brother. Isn't the rewarding experience
of involving one's self in the intricate mechanics of a micro democracy an intellectual one as well as
a valuable lesson for later life?
Isn't it an intellectual experience
to live with the kind of people you
admire for four years in a close environment, an environment which,
incidentally, can never be duplicated in a common dormitory or "living unit"?
The brand of compelling loyalty
that pushes a KDR who has never
skated before onto the Ice with no
pads and figure skates when a replacement is suddenly needed, is, in
my book , a pretty fine quality. The
pledges who have observed this
loyalty and the brothers who have
been fortunate for they are better
and happier people. This experience has prepared them for life in
defi nit ion ,

a way that no "intellectual" classroom lecturer can possibly hope to.
It is very true that fraternities
control the social events, but
doesn 't someone have to? I am
frankly unable to understand the
logic that leads Dr. Strider to believe that a transfer of this control from fraternities to living
units would be a revolutionary reform. As for his statement that the
so'eial events are unimaginative,
nothing could be farther from ithe
truth . Apparently he has never attended a toga party, a spring weekend picnic, a toboggan party, a
beach party, or a combination
mixer, not to mention such social
activities as volunteer work at
Thayer Hospital, Salvation Army
drives, or simply trying to 'cheer
up some war veterans at Togus.
Dr. Strider complains tthat the
fraternity system is exclusive. Of
course it is! . Freedom of association has always been a closely
guarded right, an. organic part in
a living code of liberty that thousand s of Am eric ans have died t o
preserve. If we have the courage
and traditional strength of our
fathers, Americans will never be
forced into experimental living
units. Here and elsewhere we
choose our friends with exacting
care, knowing that the decisions
we make are the most important
ones of our lives. To us a real
friend is a rare and priceless possession and we are all realistic
enough not to address everyone
who crosses our paths as 'Comr ade"!
Dr. Stridor's idea of a fraternity
differs drastically from ours, too.
From his constant talk of "social
activity " one would begin to suspect that he considers a fraternity
to be a unit that merely plans "so-

COMME NTS ON VIETNAM
Dear Sir:
W ell , children , I sure am glad to
see that they still is two or five
gents left who still sees the truth
as it is. The three little ones, whoever they was, what wrote in last
time about the war has a insight
which is rare in these days.
To take an example, for example,
we should of learnt from the last
time in Japan. We told them : we
sai d cut it out or we'll blast you.
So they didn 't cut it out and we
blasted them. So we kilt plenty of
them, but we saved Uvea too.
A good many folks do not care
about other folks except for themselves. Personally, I would just as
gladly spend a weekend swimming
in the State Sh ark Hatchery as to
try to ' give more value to our people than to foreigners. But we did
snve lots of U.S. lives, some of
which may have got to be U.S.
president by now. And also lots of
Japanese lives thalt wo would of
hadda shoot them.
So, wo should tell Ho Chimney
Man to cut it out or we'll blast
him and then he'll cut It out and
his mon too and etc., or else we'll
Wast him and etc.
Respectively,
S. J. dayman '67
Thoro Is a provocative pamphlet In our ROTC office entitled
"Know Your Enemy: The Viet
Cong!" I was immediately struck
by the use of the mindless military
word ENEMY as applied to the
definition of Vlotcong as "a man,
woman , or child — a tough flghtod. " For a few moments I pondered my past recollections of the
applications of ENEMY 'to fanatical Axis and Chinese soldiers , I
could not equate 'this association
with tho Department of Defense's
definition , for I ran Into a moral
mental block which did not allow

me to hate a people. You may call
this a weakness or strength (depending upon your point of view) ;
but the point is that I could not
absorb this concept into my semiabstract and real relationship with
the "Society of Man." The Implication that every national Communist ( regardless ) Is to be shot in
the national interest was totally
unacceptable.
From this somewhat spectacular
opening the paper then proceeded
to "explain " how the Vietcong
gained strength in Vietnam , Following this "historical" discourse,
I ran across a short section in
which tho Vietnamese people were
discussed, An outstandingly gla ring
Statement which struck my attention was, "Vietnamese are known
in Southeast Asia as energetic and
aggressive people, capable of great
sacrifice for an Ideal (even the
false ideals of Communism)" ,
What an absurd statement, I
thought. Then I pondered the
words and reread the statement to
let tho full dimensions of the assertion sink In. Added to tho ridiculous generalization that the Vietnamese pooplo as a whole aro energetic and aggressive, tho inference
that these peopl e are constantly
awaiting the opportunity to fanatically sacrifice themselves for any
Ideal is frightening, Can tho Dept,
of Defense ' s purpose bo other than
to indoctrinate tho soldier with a
blind racial hate and fear of a
pooplo, so that the soldier can ,
without any limltotlng moral
scruples, wage a blind war against
n pooplo ?
Another absurdity (thoy came
thick and fast) was tho remark
that "Tho Vietnamoso pooplo —•
North and South , Communist land
non-Communist — sliaro the samo
baslo background. For this reason

it is extremely difficult to identify
an enemy unless he is in uniform
or shooting at you, I compliment
the anthropological researchers in
our Department of Defense! At
last It has been determined that
the Communists arc not a distinct
racial breed, rather, they are an
ethnic social class. However, the
possibility exists, though it is "extremely difficult", to single out
this social class through bad
breath, Ho-Chl Minh sandals, made
In North Vietnam cigarettes, etc.
Thus, when the soldier has mastered this "extremely difficult"
skill of Identification , he may shoot
at will In the passing crowd to eliminate the Communists.
. As I waded further into tho paper, through gross historical mistakes, frequent insertions of the
word (COMMUNIST ) and military
jarg on such as "agitprop" (for
(COMMUNIST) persuasion and
propaganda) , I came upon a highly Intense literary passage of the
type rarely seen In military pamphlets. As I road about now the
"Communists spldorweb spread
like an evil shadow across tho
land" I could see the black,
threatening cloud o'f DOOM before
mo, I was disappointed , however,
in my expectations of n great
length of "prose ", for it was but
a drop of literary talent midst the
"facts" of "history. "
Finally tho conclusion appeared
In tho form of a dove of peace
midst a sea of 'baJttlo. It road, "Our
military effo rt In Vietnam is an essential element In achieving tho object ives of peace, 'freedom , and progross In this war torn country
which has fought so long and valiantly for these goals." Somehow,
a vision of a broad expanse of Bull
pasture* appeared boforo my ©yes.
Donn la Gould

cial occasions on weekends and
otherwise." Quite obviously he is
displeased with the quality of
these "social occasions " and understandably w_nts to abolish the
social
committees
responsible.
Again we feel that he has misjudged the Colby Student. Colby Is
a rural college in a small town
and most of us did not come here
with any preconceived notion s of
becoming social butterflies. Perhaps if Colby were in the city it
would be a different story but it
isn 't and it just doesn't attract
that kind of student. As far as we
are concerned the social functions
of KDR, as Dr. Strider defines
them, are very secondary. To be
sure, we enj oy an occasional party
but our social life certainly doesn 't
hinge around "weekend occasions "
and our lives don 't rotate around
our social life. Besides social events we have other weekend interests such as skiing, outings, hunting and fishing, to mention just a
few. Thus, although we can, to a
mild extent share some of Dr.
Strider 's burning desire to better
Colby social events we do not, by
any means, feel that this modest
aim warrants the immediate eradication of the 'fraternity system.
It is argued by the administration that (this is not a proposal to
abolish fraternities at all, for they
will still exist — exist socially. The
sororities still exist socially and I
challenge any brother reading this

editorial to name two off the top
of his head. The sad truth of the
matter is that if these proposals
are allowed to be carried out, our
fate will be exactly that of Colby
sororities and we will become In
fact nothing more than informal
clubs.
Finally, we agree that a higher
degree of coeducation would be
desirable. It would be nice to have
the girj s evenly distributed around
campus and a dean of students to
replace the present two. But some
of us have been haunted by a troubling suspicion. Isn't , this branch
of the proposal a little too much
like a sugar coating to cover a bitter pill? If the administration is
so obsessed with, co-education, and
with an improved social climate for
that matter, why have they refused
for so long to listen to the students ' earnest pleas for some kind
of parietal hours.
At the risk of sounding idealistic
let me close with this thought. In
t oday 's fragmented world of hate,
the cohesive island of brotherhood
that an institution such as a fraternity provides is something of Inestimable value, perhaps something
on which the fates of all of u s
hinge. Maybe the frateTnity ^ system is dying, but if it is, let us pray
for strength to avoid the temptation of conformity and save it before it's too late.
Ted Williams

Symphony To Perform Sunday
Faculty, students and faculty
wives Will be featured in the Colby
Community Symphony Orchestra 's
second performance o'f' the season
this Sunday at 8 p.m. in Given Auditorium. The orchestra annually
presents three concerts.
Mrs. Dorothy Reuman, wife of
Robert Reuman of the philosophy
department, will be the cello soloist when the orchestra plays the
Arioso from Cantata No. 156 by
Johan n Sebastian Bach. And Linda Jones, a senior, will sing two
operatic arias, the "Divi nity du
Styx, " from Alcoste by Clu ck, and
COMMENTS ON GOODMAN
(Continued from Page Four)
Lewiston, Wendy Adams, Donna
— simply cannot be consequential.
"The teaching - and - learning "
writes Goodman , "Is not for keeps.
It does not, immediately or ultimately, meet any intrinsic test of
making a difference or exercising
mastery. Instead, there are credits
and grading." "It is only if the
ideals and wisdom of the classroom make a difference in the intramural community and the
world," Goodman says In another
passage, "that the student can understand that college is about
something . . . The student must
learn that the Intellectual virtues
are active virtues. But this learning Is unavailable because It is just
tho confrontation of reality, whether in the community of scholars or
In tho world, that is Strongly discouraged In our colleges."
Thus, the advice to s'top protesting and go back to studying Is
doubly Inadequate. First, because
it turns students away from actions that might, conceivably, make
a difference In tho world. Second,
because it directs tho energies of
earnest, politically aware students
Into non-consequential activities
thoJt aro not (for keeps, (t hat frustrate thoir desire to confront reality. And further, It makes bridging
tho gap between 'ongagomonlt 1 and
'studying' all !tho moro difficult by
Implicit reinforcing (tho nn'tMritoIlootual belief that Studying i|s an
Imposed, distasteful 'assignment'
assontlally divorced from tho lm(Contlnuod on Pago Ten)

"Voi ' lo Sapeto " from Cavalleria
Rusticana, by Mascagni. The program will also include a performance of Beethoven 's First Symphony in C Major and L'Arlesienne
Suite No. 1 by Ceorges Bizet.
The Colby Community Symphony
Orchestra will be augmented by
musicians from MIM (the n ewlyformed Music in Maine ensemble)
and members of the Bangor Symphony Orchestra. Miss Adel Henrich, the assistant conductor of the
orchestra.
Students will be admitted free of
charge.

Summer Pro gram
At Bryn Mawr

Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr,
Pa., Is offering undergraduates Interested in advanced work In Hispanic Studies an opportunity for a
six-week summer program In
Spain beginning June 16.
Tho program known as Centre
de Estudlos Hispanicos en Madrid , Is designed for men and women students who aro coribemplotIng professional careers In Spain or
in Latin America,
Of particular interest are two
courses — one In ethnology, and
another In the economics and sociology of contemporary ' Spain,
Other courses offered this summer
will deal wllth Spanish styllstlcs,
HteraJture and art,
The faculty o'f tho Contro Is composed of college and university professors from tho United States and
Europe who are well acquainted
with the locture-dlscusslon techniques and the standarda of Amorloan universities.
Classes and lectures aro held in
the International Institute at Miguel Angel 8 In Madrid, Students
are ablo to use (tho facilities o'f tho
National Library In Madrid.
Tho foe of i$650 covers tuition,
housin g, meals, trips In Spain,
plays and concerts, with the exception of expenses Incurred from Augu_ 't 0 to September 8, A fhnitod
number of (scholarships Is available.

Garre t , Lathrop
To Lead Ski Mules
The Varsity Ski Team concluded its season with the traditional
break-up dinner last Thursday evening.
Although ceremonies were both brief and informal. Coach Si Dunklee did take time to laud the dedicated eff or ts of most team members
Although the team was erratic in
its performance, there were many
excellent individual efforts
Dunklee also noted the bright
future in sight. Phil Kay was the
only senior member of the squad,
so Colby 's skiers should be an Improved lot this season.
Head Tennis Coach Si Dunklee,
The election of Jeff Lathrop and
alfter just completing a reasonably
Bob Garrett as co-captains for the
successful year with the skiers, has
1967-68 season highlighted the din- announced the beginning of tennis
dinner.
practice in preparation for the up— MVP TO GARRETT —
coming season.
Garrett was also the recipient of
Varsity sessions will begin Monthe Dobson Award, emblematic of day, March 20 at 4:30 p.m. All canColby 's most valuable skier, for the didates should report at that time
second consecutive year.
or contact Dunklee _t tho fieldNew letter winners were Pete house.
Smith, Pete Constantineau, Al
Prosh tennis candidates will beClark, Tom Bailey, John Burnham, gin workouts Friday, March 24.
and Tom Wright.
Hopefuls should attend a meeting
Garrett and Lathrop will try to at the Alfond Arena at five the
mold a successful season, hope- previous afternoon and can. expect
fully including the acquisition of daily practice sessions thereafter.
an "A rating", from this potenThe tennis squad will be led this
tially good team.
spring by Captain Ken Ingram.

DUNKLEE
CALLS OUT
NETMEN

I

New Captains Self and Mukai Observe Tourne y Action

Merrimack Hustles To
ECAC Tourney Crown
by Richard Lewis

Colby's defending ECA!G Division II hockey champions skated into a pair of spectacular goalies last
week, b eating the first, getting stung by the second, and thus handed over their crown to upstart MerriGas Tank Full?
mack.
For The Weekend?
Both games were marked by and Henrich all tallied for Colby was called to full-time duty at mid'
garner
MVP
more-th'an-usual speed, and both in the second period; Goss, Pol- season and went on to
For The Game ?
^ply*1 Ibust Company '
went down ta the wire. Third- lard, (the tourney MVP), and Col- honors in the tournament in 1966.
\
There was no shame for the
seeded Middlebury dragged (the lins did the same 'for Merrimack.
29 Offices in the
See
Mules into a second overtime be- Colby thus headed into the final Mules last Saturday night. Some
people said they played over their
fore finally collapsing at 1:00 of frame with a one point margin.
"Heart of Maine"
"COOKIE" MICHAEL
heads all year, beating teams that
that pe riod , 4-3, on a goal by ju — 3 QUICKIES —
Member Federal Deposit
nior wing Bill Henrich.
And then the roof caved in. A just should not have lost to them.
Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
'Middlebury took the lead at the pair of Merrimack goals by Niemi Whatever their secret, it was beauInsurance Corp.
MAINE
WATERVD-LE
midway point in the first frame, and Callahan within two minutes tifully executed, for the net result
7
¦
_. _
only to have the score knotted mo- gave the visitors the lead as costly was near-infallabllity in Division
— — n r ¦- _r _r t- _r _i J
- — —
ments later with Henrich's goal, Mule penalties kept Colby short II, and overall 14-9-1 record, and
The Mules tallied twice more in men and in a position disadvan- quite a few names engraved quite
the second period as soph Mark tageous for scoring. Goss tallied deeply in the record books.
Janes and junior Bob Waldinger the final goal of the game at 13:17
each pushed the puck home.
as the Mules valiantly tried to play
Doherty of Middlebury, however, catch-up hockey.
proved — for the time being — to
A reflection on both games probe the game-saver for the Visitors vides a touch of irony, to Colby 's
Junior Class Meetin g
_?^£i&»^\
as he scored his second and third downfall. In the Middlebury afgoals of the evening to send the fair, the Mules had three goals
Lovejoy Auditorium
game Into overtime. His third goal called back by a pair of referees
was made in the third period who seemed to blow the whistle
shortly after (Mike (Self had ap- qverythne they took a breath.
6:30 p.m.
peared to score for the Mules. Against Merrimack, whom they
Self's tally, however, was nullified out-hot, 45-34, Colby not only had
Sunday
as the referee called Ted Allison trouble getting the puck past the
for interfering With the Middle- goalie, but also missed a number
March 19
bury goalie at the time o'f the of opportun ities on an open or
score.
near open cage.
Allison was given (two minutes
— LOOK AHEAD —
for this, and Self , justifiably anAlthough this season was just
Truly Ae all occasion Jacket.
gered over the called-back goal one period too long for the plucky
wM$Y " % %H*' *\
rf U\ \^/ ;V. Iff lhl
And to make them the Ideal
that Would have probably iced the Mules, tho outlook for next year
vli *^*? < %My ^
summer Mazer College Hall
game, traded words with 'the offi- is definitely not bleak. The entire
;j
tailors them meticulously of
cials and was sent off the Ice With first line of Allison; Waldinger and
0/
<
</ *ffc>
- ^ p X *' -'
Arnel & Cotton,also Dacron*
a ten minute misconduct penalty. Henrich is returning, as is the
iwS
f
p
'\
' > ^v4 §U ^>
& Cotton, and other fine ma- ¦ ' pM
With Colby thus down two man, sophomore third line of Phillips,
terials in the authentic Col, tC ~<JmY\
Doherty was able to score,
m?M<Janes, and Pete Hoffman. With
*
model. ' . ^
lego
Hall
traditional
I
— SEWS RETURN —
\
fM^\Y
^^
Y
%
Mike Picher and Paul Cronln de*
'We feature them In about
l
In tho first overtime the Muloa parting, only Pdte Prlzzel remains
^
''X <- '
W^^m'YY'
'
the largest collection o£ solid f \^Jf! »Mk
seemed to ibe waiting for their from the speedy second line.
"Y
<
?
fv &
colors you have ever seen. $0r \S Ik \&> <.w ^ ^r *
great defensoman to return. As (the
TUB DEFENSE, too, promises
time for Self' s reappearance grow'
to bo Strong. Self and Mukal will
. MAKE WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE YMGA
near, the crowd changed Its ,ry
be making their final go-round,
from a spectacular variety of epiYOUR HEADQUARTERS IN N.Y. C.
and it should be one df tho greatest . REASONABLE • COMFOR TABLE • CO NVENIEN T
thets aimed at the officials to a
In Colby history. Tough little Gormass chant of "wo want Self" ,
die McNalbb doses his running , Save money. Go fu rther. Stay
r^J
•R< _ .Dupont TM _ " '
From that point on, tho whole
y
ili j i P
House
Sloane
longer.
The
William
mate, captain Dick Lemieux, al- ¦
avai
lable
momentum of tho game belonged
rooms
YMCA has 1491
though Most Improved Player Pete
to Colby, an d soon after tbe start
' to men , wo men and groups , senEmory will also bo returning. Tho
sibly priced at $3.15-$4.60 singl e;
of the second overtime, Henrich
frosh team, which played noar-per$5,O0-$5.20 double. Rates include
dropped tho puck past the Mi ddlefoct hockey for the latter part of
YMCA membershi p. Enjoy con venbury goalie with an 'rtssltft from
tho season af ter a slow start,
¦
ient transport ation to everythin g.
- - - yes, Self,
i
should donate a few stellar IndivMerrimack's upset demolition of iduals to thoir varsity brethren,
Coffe e Shop • Cafeteria • Laundr y
OTHERS . . . $19.95 to $50.00
top-seeded Norwich that same
Barber Shop • Check Room
outstanding
Coach
Charlie
ITol't's
night set tho stago for Saturday's
Tailor • Sightseein g • TV Room
Information
match between Colby and a team question mark, however, Will stand
thiut looks destined to provide a at tho end of the sentence: 'Who
REQUEST BOOKLET @
THKOTMMt FORIMM« •¦•»•
perennial arch-rivalry to tho Mulos will replace Loo Potter? " After
nearly
three
years
as
tho
Mules
'
on tho Ice.
man behind tho mask, Potior will
•Self, (tho top-scoring do'fonsoman bid adieu to Alfond Arena, Junior
I
In, the nation , took an assist from Rick Sabbag Is eager (to take his
i MMl 356 WEST 34lh ST
Wll I 1AM i_- l
YORK.W.T.10OO1.
WHERE COLBY BOYS MJEET
CI
AlSir 1
f
t I NEW
Janes and Wick , Phillips, drilled plaeo, but his enthusiasm Is
¦1
¦
ox.
nn
SLOANE
I1
tho puck In , and began what ap- matched by his inexperience. But
HAIKIl I__ =^ JW ON MU) STKET|IU-_1 l UOCK rMM
u
u-t „ t_Pii
peared to ho 'a winning show for thon the flnm o was said of Potter
YMCA
IBiiiiiimbBI penn stat oi n
¦
___-_¦-_-_-_¦
NOW COtttmMssm-wmmsssmm
tho Mulos, Phillips, Paul Cronln, two-and-a-half years ago when ho

¦^m)epo^i tor§
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Get Ready For Sp rin g

Commuter " . ' \^>>Sw
Litecoat
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MULE KICKS
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Steve Ciine
Airs Mule Six
Via WMHB

A STILL UN SOLVED PROBLEM

"This is Steve Cline, the voice
of 'the Colby hockey Mules, bringing you tonight's game on IWMHB
.... it's the Mules versus .... here
comes Cronin across the red line....
it's a breakaway, Mike Self on the
fly .... a great save 'by Potter ....
Ted Allison with another brilliant
fore-heck .... the ref didn 't see it,
the fans are irate .... signing off
from Radio Colby, your play-byplay announcer,' Steve Cline."
Cline is a freshman from Newton,
Massachusetts. The witty broad'caster with the distinctive style attended the Rivers Country Day
School in Weston where he won
letters in basketball and track.
Steve, a potential American Literature major, said that his hobby
was, "ju st being a sports fan." A
Zeta Psi pledge, Steve is looking
forward to a career in law, ;or perhaps broadcasting.

b% Bill Burges
Varsity basketball mentor Ed Burke was talking to me the other
day and the topic of a league affiliation among New England's finer
small liberal arts colleges came up. The young coach had this to say :
"Probably the best thing that could happen to Colby athletics, now
or in the future, would be the entrance of Colby into a conference
where it could realistically compete."
Therein lies ,my thesis. It is absolutely necessary, if we really do
wish to produce respectable teatas in all sports, for Colby, to join in
a league affiliation with similalr institutions. There are perhaps six to
ten potential members who would be available and/or desirable.
These include Colby, Bates, Bowdoin, Trinity, Tufts, Middlebury,
Brand-is, Clark, the Coast Guard Academy, arid perhaps some others.
— ACADEMIC PAR A NECESSITY —
The above schools are comparable on an academic, as well as an
athletic, scale. Other institutions, including some thai would be most
happy in a conference affiliation, are not yet of sufficient academic
merit to be considered.
The Little Three of Amherst, Williams and Wesleyan are in an extremely secure position and thus their willingness to cooperate is not
likely.
— EFFORTS IN THE PAST —
An interview with President Strider last week revealed that Colby,
among others, has made numerous contacts in relation to the formation of a "liberal arts conference", but none have proven to be fruitful.
Apparently Athletic Director Winkin and Strider . confer Several
times yearly about the problem of Colby's virtual (outside of the OBB
and the State Series) athletic independence. These chats, however,
have not led to 'any joint action among the colleges that seem most
appropriate for consideration.
PRESIDENT STRIKER also told me that while athletic union
with other schools of comparable ideals would be "a great thing f or
Golby", such an organization takes time to form. Five to ten years
was the figure mentioned by Strider.
FIVE TO TEN YEARS! It sounds like more of an excuse for lack
of administrative initiative and concern than a realistic fig_re. It
might take that long, and that long only if we moved at a snail's pace,
before the conference could begin to actually function in the sports
it would encompass. Nobody of any intelligence, however, could be
expected to accept the excuse that was given to me by the President for the absence of any groundwork concerning league affiliation.
— PROBLEMS CREEP UP —
There are, of course, numerous difficulties that do subvert efforts
in the general direction of forming an athletic alliance. Not the least
of these is the problem of traditional opponents having to be dropped
by league members on some occasions.
Many of the schools I have mentioned are involved in semi-ancient rivalries that they would hate to see discontinued. What has
happened in the past, however, is that the most important independent encounters have been moved to an earlier date on the schedule,
and the others dropped , when a school has entered into league affiliation.

COLBY, however, and many of the institutions heretofore dis-

cussed, would not face such a problem to any great extent. Our most
revered opponents, Bates and Bowdoin, would be included in die alliance thus scheduling could insure that wc continue to meet them
late in the season.

Some teams with whom we have had long-standing relations would
have to be dropped , but 'the advantages of conference membership
f ar outweigh the loss of such opponents.
— STATE SERIES —
A simiialp question involves the States Scries and the CBB. Would
they be continued? This observer sees no reason to disband them.
Harvard , Yale, and Princeton, all Ivy League members have als o
manag ed to main ta in a highl y competitive Big Three rivalry.

ARNOLD
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There are two almost totally integrated problems that might hamper the development of such a conference. The first is that some
schools, because of administrative or scheduling problems, might not
be able to participate. The second roadblock is more difficult to escape. How does one institution, or a group of colleges, tell another
that it (or they) are undesireable for conference membership because they are academically inferior institutions?
The latter adversary has been met in the past; it has, quite obviously, been unsuccessfully encountered. It is probably the major reason
First Broadcasting Experience
that we do not today have a circuit 'among New England's small colThe Mule mouthpiece had this to
leges. Nevertheless, as snobbish as it may sound (although it is merely say about his experiences this seapractical), we cannot enter an athletic affiliation with a school whose son, one of which was a trip to
academic standards and overall goals aire significantly below our own. Brunswick to air the Bowdoin
game." I have always been interester in broadcasting, but never
— ADVANTAGES —
have had the opportunity to try it
bef ore I came to Colby. As the seaWhy have a league? The advantages that I set for th are on three son progressed, I think that I implanes. The first concerns the school as a whole and the projection it proved behind the microphone as I
makes onto the national Scene. The second involves the student body. became more comfortable behind
it. After all, I had never done this
The third relates to the athletes.
Colby absolutely must alt'tiiact students from a greater range of geo- bef ore."
Steve also had something to say
graphic locations and situations than it does if it hopes to take its
about
WMHB and its listeners,
place among the nations better institutions of higher learning.
have had some problem with
"We
Colby must, at least within its physical class, compete with similar money. We need more; I don care
't
institutions in every way. We are competing, but not quite fighting, where it conies from, we just need
for the blest students with the best universities. In order to attract more. Another problem as that ifoo
them, we must compete in every way — from the classrooms, to the many people listen to ithe game on
WTVL. This limits our audience. "
Oracle office, to the playing fields.
7 A CONFERENCE would most cer tainly project us more favorably onto the national (or at least eastern) scene.

Pool
»

Notes Improvenment

On the team's season, "not having been here last year, I can't
— STUDENT APATHY —
compare this team to other Colby
sextets. We certainly had a fine
Another severe problem is that of student apathy. I realize that the season and an excellent te_m by
work load here does not always permit one to attend all the events, any standards. The team made
from hockey games to plays, that he might want to. The problemis, rapid strides as i-ie season progressed and I thought this was eshowever, that people just don't seem to aittend many events.
pecially true among the sophoWho wants to see a 4-19 basketball 'team play? Who wants to play mores. The most significant, or
before an SRO crowd of 200?
easiest to point out development,
The student, body was finall y ar oused by; the hockey tournament, was the Hhi'ft of sophomore Gordie
but before then then gatherings at hockey games were far from over- McNabb to defense. I'm looking
forward to another exciting Mule
whelming.
six next season."
I cannot believe that people would not "fire up" for a league game
with Tufts, while an independent encounter with the Jumbos would
Exciting Stylo
merely draw a few idle yawns.
For those of us who couldn't
make all the hockey games, Stevo
— COLBY FORGOTTEN MEN —
Cllno presented a comprehensive
and colorful play-by-play. Tho burly
broadcaster has a style all his
My last argument deals with the athletes. A conference would mean
own
and when the action gets
a great deal to these forgotten men of Mule Tech.
get ready to turn tho
heated,
It's good to play an Assumption or a Springf ield , bu t not as a s t ead y radio down. Steve s also got tho
'
diet. They simply outclass us in the 'long run.
inside dope on the action and even
PERHAPS 'BURKE expressed it best: "It is absurd for us to con- if ho does editorialize on occasion,
tinue to play schools such at St. Michael's, Northeastern, and many he 's usually right.
others who do not place (the same emphasis on athletics that we do,
Don't forget, if you can 't mako
We just cannot compete with them. At the same time, we do not have a hookey game all next season,
to play teams from Nichols or Bab'son. What is most important to me just tu'no in WMHB . . .
is that when my ballplayers step onto the court, or when any other
"This Is Steve Cllno at -inksldo,
Colby team g oes in to action , they know in their hear ts that they s t and
as tho Muloa face Bowdoin at tho
a d ecen t chanc e of emerg ing victorious."
Alfond . . . Mark Janes on tho fly.
across tho blue lino . . . SCORE!!
|
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"We need a league."

i

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colby College Nearby
COF FEE SHOP

Air Conditioned
i

MOTEL

... it takes time.
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New Stu-G

Ratified
Constitution

A~-__fii_-IltfG"OF"T^
(Continued from Page One)
aff iliating" certain- f actilty' members
with each" u nit" a closer association between students and faculty
to deal witfcp pr_ _ iehisp both social
and academic, of mutual concern.
is possible.
However, is there a need for the
fraternities to be affiliated with a
particular unit? Jay Sandak,
gpeakiiig for the ' Inter-Fraterriity
Council, said, in general: "I came
to Colby because it is a college,
not a university. It is a small
school which is not broken up into
colleges-formed by academic Interests. This plan would fragment
Glolby more than" it is fragmented
now." Jay felt- tfiaf ' it would be'
efasy for Colby, to' grow, withou.
seeming toy'simply-by adding-nibre
students to each unit; or adding
another unit.
With reference to the- fraternities, Jay sai_ their"autonomy' Is ' a
Valuable -hirij^'- whlcli shoiild" riot
Be l6_t.:' ,'_^e'iifrat-rii'ities;" h^ said,'
"are on their:" way * to' coflt_ibuting
more .to" the- community- through
social- service^ blood giving and ._ =¦
captions after' lectures and they
should not' be subirierged'' in the
proposed units."

For practical reasons, Dr. Perez
sugge'ster that fraternity affiliation
would be necessary in determining
such things as: "Where are nonlioused fraternity men going to
live? Anywhere? IiP. one place ?
Will - oo_ _ ' drawing^ be " s_eh. that
they can- live" in one place easily?
Will non^housed -rateriiilty men Ibe
able to eat together? If you don't
have unit_i; ti._re' is? _ ' !_ck of cohesivenessi "r
The (»mmittee f«3t tbat'It is alsd
important* for ft_ie fraternities to
be parts of the three amoebic
masses because it would give them
an opportunity to become-more important, to associate with a larger
grou^1 and tdr foecoine "vital participants "in the college community.
Ther three larger'5 groups woul_.
spread/ ©tit" social respon-ibility,
bothiln monetary and spatial areas.
The_ b.oys~ pbje -te _ -to the idea, of
'
a "Super 'ITjraterhity Social" Planning __b_r&'' ' anil 5 decided tb" use
fraJterj iity^'' lbnriges ' for occasional
function./ f '_^e'- fr„te.nity lounge^
are - private property and for subunits to Use Ahem would be like
having an all-college affair in a

Thus followed a discussion of
whether or not the fraternities are
afraid of losing their identity. Are
they afraid of becoming out-moded, "phased-out" ? Dr. Perez inquired as to whether the fraternities really do have individual identities. "After I've chaperoned at a
fraternity party, I'm never quite
sure which house I've been at. It's
all a vague green blur afterwards.
You 're all doing the same things,
you all look the same to me. TaJke
a half-dozen Zetes and a half-dozen
Dekes, and they all look the same.
Maybe the old campus was different, but let's see you establish an
identity now."
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claim approving, and

electric deltaprocessing.
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|Mar. 25 Thru April 8. Daily 9-5 ,
Including Sundays
'
|

lWon 'tebbetts
BOOK SHOP
1»_ Water Street
IlalloweU, Maine
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VILLAGE

|

This Coupon Is Worth

[

j

60s

!

At Your Nor ge Laundry
and Dry Cleanin g Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center , Waterville
[; Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dr y-cleaning
done for $1.50 with this coupon . Typical load : 10
sweaters; or 4r men 's suits, or 3 ladies ' suits, or 3
topcoats , Or 8 trousers , or 9 dresses.
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Laundry washed , dried and folded
[
Free Pick-U p and Delivery
Telephone 872-9858
!

15c lb.
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Ifyou'Haven't
1 P^»Mfft'
x
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thought atiout a career
|
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in life insurance, maybe ; I- fl^^
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it's' time you did. And with W^^^^^^^SS^
^^^
us at John HanCoCk.
Whferi'our John Hancock recruiter visits your campus, }
make sure you see him.

I 50% OFF
!
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I was the good-time Charley at College. Oh, I worked
hard; But when it came to fun, I played hard too.
I'm at John Hancock now.I've been here since
graduation. And doing pretty well for myself. John Hancock
is one of the world's largest life insurance companies.
Our sales last year totaled over 4v2 billions. So if you're
eager to get ahead^ here's plenty
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of room. And a number
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING

Manager atJohn Hancock.
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WELCOME TO
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N0RGE

Four years ago Iled the biggest
water baBEoon f ight on campus,

It was argued that the personalities of the. boys in different fraternities are different and furthermore, the worst place to look for
identities is at a Saturday night
party.
r

dbwTittfwri; ap__tirie'nt.'' Moreover,
each fraternity' is allowed" to''' ha.y_
two' closed partibs^ a senie'ster. The'
other parties" aire' 1 all ! open. The'
;
fraternity' men' also' f k. ifc_a - it
1
would ' be' hard" to" lure xrieii to uiiit
furictibris' ''because you ' cannot
drink oh that' sidfe" of canrp'usi"
The fraternities' " major objec tion was to the idea of -tructured,
ordered units. Jay Sandak-ifelt that
artificially creating units based on
physical proximity would not work!
He suggested waiting to' see if a
natural ev61uti _n : of unity would
come about between KDR and the
co-ed dorm! The committeie replied
"We 're not asking you't o love the
people in- your unit — just-to coop1
erate with them." Finally, Dean
Seaman suggested thatsoime things
could be done en a tentative basis.
The unit plan could be tried for a
short tifne to see how it wo'rdcs.
When the discussion "reached
the point of diminishing- returns",
the meeting was adjourned. An
open hearing will be held Monday
night, March 20, at 8:30 to further
discuss grouping of units arid the
distribution of classes.
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We'll be on campus March 24th.
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNrry PfMl'IOYBR
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COMMENTS OX GOODMAN
(Continued ifrom Page Six)
pot -ant tasks and pleasures of the
'real world.' Unintentionally, Dr.
Nunnemacher has presented a (Hat
indictment of the whole process of
higher education.

Mario Savio indicate, Goodman,
speaks-for a body of students who>
are radically disappointed by what
our colleges have offered them, and
who can — under such conditions
as those present at Berkeley In
1964 — make their influence felt
right to the top of the American,
Or so it would seem, from the educational system. Before we disview point of Paul Goodman. We miss them as a minority of chronic
need not, of course, adopt his view- malcontents, we should consider
point, but we should not ignore it; the possibility that their compaints
for, as I think the quotations from are as valid as their power Is reaL
I don't know of a better way to>
_ _ _ _
i — — — — — ^——
pass on the validity of their complaints than to read Paul GoodWaterv ille
man's book. The readers of this
I
magazine must then decide i_
;
Savings Bank
Goodman 's generalizations apply,
not only to Clark University and
Member
of
the
the University of California, but to
|
i
Colby as well.
»
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
*_t is worth noting here that the
i
popular journalistic label 'non> INSURANCT3 CORPORATION

student' Is a red herring in such
controversies as the Berkeley rebellion; (for, in Savio's view, a 'student' can no longer be defined
simply in terms of enrollment in
courses, and learning is an activity
that may have no ties at all with
classrooms, credits, graduation requirements, and the like.
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BOSTONIANS - BASS
PF TENNIS
CITATIONS - RED CROSS

GA LLERT
SHOE STORE
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Waterville

USED TEXTS.
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TRY OUR SPAGHETTI

Colle ge

June 25 — August 19
LIBERAL ARTS —75 courses in humanities , sciences , social sciences - intensive forei gn langu age
instruction - intro ductory computer course .
CONGREGATION OF THE ARTS — Courses in
drama
, mus ic, painting, sculpture ; film series and
I
I lectures. Symphony and Chamber Orchestras.
! Composers-in-residence : Aaron Copland , Hans
Werner Henze , Frank Martin. Dartmouth Repertory Theater Co. - pr ofessional and student actors .
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PAPERBACKS , STUDY GUIDES

!

COLBY STUDENTS

Co-Edu cation Summer Term

CANAAN HOUSE

[

FINE FOOD FOB

Dartmouth

| Quality Footwear For 104 Years

For information send coupon below to:
Dartmouth College, P.O. Box 582, Hanover, N. H. 03755
«— ,— ,— __ —
—
—
— — _
Please send me summer term information
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CANA AN HOUSE

DIAMB R I'S
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I
!
"MURDER'S ROW"
stars Dean Martin
i
and Ann-Margaret
J
>
STARTS SUNDAY
i
"AFTER THE FOX"
starring Peter Sellers
\
and Victor Mature
'

Charge Accounts

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
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51Main Street
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APPA REL AND EQUIPMENT. SAVE ON
SKIS, BOOTS , POLES, SKI PANTS,
PARKAS , SWEATERS AND MORE.

! FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY!
Back To Reg. Sale Price Monday.
ALL SALES CASH AND FINAL.
We Must Include Fair-Trade Skis .
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Watcrville-Skowhe gan

WATERVILLE
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Expert Fitting by Trained Shoe People

Snap €¥£0*30
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FANTACTI C SAVINGS O N SKI
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